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● Given a query, and a document corpus, find k most relevant documents
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Retrieval and scoring phases
● Typically, we first retrieve a set of candidate documents
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Retrieval and scoring phases
● We then score and re-rank these documents to obtain the final results
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Retrieval and scoring phases
● We then score and re-rank these documents to obtain the final results
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● Transformer (e.g., BERT) based 
neural models are a popular choice

● Cross-attention (CA) models apply 
a transformer to the concatenation 
of query and document
○ Score = Embed(Query, Doc)T Weight
○ Joint query-document interaction
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Neural ranking via transformer models
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● Transformer (e.g., BERT) based 
neural models are a popular choice

● Dual-encoder (DE) models apply a 
transformer to the query and 
document separately
○ Score = Embed(Query)T Embed(Doc)
○ Factorised query-document interaction



CA versus DE models
● Empirically, CA models outperform DE models for re-ranking
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What causes this performance gap?



Q: Why do CA models outperform DE models?
      Poorer model capacity, or poorer model training?

A: Model capacity may not be the cause; DE 
models exhibit a strong generalisation gap!

This can be alleviated by careful use of distillation

Summary of our work
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How good are DE models in theory?
● Can DE models fit any reasonable relevance function (in principle)?
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How good are DE models in theory?
● Can DE models fit any reasonable relevance function (in principle)?

● Yes, with sufficiently high embedding dimension!
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How good are DE models in practice?
● With large embedding size, DE models work well on training set!
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DE models have enough capacity; 
overfitting is the issue!



Why is there a generalisation gap?
● DE models yield poorer margins
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How do we mitigate the generalisation gap?
● We distill predictions from a CA to DE model
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How do we mitigate the generalisation gap?
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Distillation via multi-margin MSE (M3SE)
● Generalises margin MSE loss of (Hofstatter et al., ‘20)
● Encourages matching teacher margin
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Empirical results
● Distillation can help mitigate the generalisation gap!
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● More results in paper, including:
○ Use of ColBERT model as teacher
○ Insufficiency of alternate regularisation 

strategies
○ Noisy score updates of DE versus CA 

models

Empirical results
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Q: Why do CA models outperform DE models?
      Poorer model capacity, or poorer model training?

A: Model capacity may not be the cause; DE 
models exhibit a strong generalisation gap!

This can be alleviated by careful use of distillation

Summary of our work
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See paper for more!


